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Static and dynamic properties of dispersive optical bistability (OH) in semiconductor lasers biased from below to
above threshold have been investigated theoretically. The OH result is found to be varied continuously from
below to above threshold with its maximum value located just above threshold; this result has been verified
experimentally. A much faster switch-off of OH can be expected when the laser operates in the injection-locked
condition.

Optical bistability (OB) in semiconductor lasers and
in resonant-type laser amplifiers has attracted much
attention recently because of its potential application
in optical computing and optical communication
networks. When a semiconductor laser, biased just
below threshold, is operated as an optical amplifier,
dispersive OB has been demonstrated.'1-4 On the
other hand, OB has also been found recently in opti-
cally injection-locked semiconductor lasers.5 ' These
phenomena have been theoretically explained either
when a laser amplifier operates below threshold 3' 4

or when an injection-locked laser works above
threshold.5',7 Quite different physical images have
hitherto been considered for these two cases. Since
there is no discontinuity at the threshold of a
semiconductor laser, the OB should be continuous
from below to above threshold. However, a unified
treatment has not yet been found. In this Letter we
present our experimental measurement on the OB
properties of a distributed-feedback semiconductor
laser biased from below to above threshold.

The experimental setup is described as follows.
Two identical distributed-feedback laser diodes with
an emission wavelength of 1554 nm are used. The
first laser (master), biased at three times its thresh-
old, is used to generate the signal light, and its output
is injected into the second laser (slave) that works
as an OB element; both lasers have one facet an-
tireflection coated and the other facet cleaved. Each
laser used is isolated from external reflection with a
double-section Faraday optical isolator that provides
more than 70 dB of isolation. A monochromator and
a scanning Fabry-Perot interferometer are used for
rough and fine measurement of the optical spectrum.
Frequency matching and detuning between the two
lasers is accomplished by adjusting the heat-sink
temperature of the master laser. The injected opti-
cal power into the slave laser can be evaluated as
follows: first, measure the linewidth-enhancement
factor a of the slave laser by using the injection-
locking method8 ; with this ae value known, the in-
jected optical power can then be obtained through
the measured injection-locking bandwidth when the
slave laser is biased above threshold.9 At each bias

level of the slave laser and with a definite optical
power injected from the master, a bistable output
from the slave laser can be obtained versus the signal
frequency detuning. As an example, the squares in
Fig. 1 give the measured bistable loop width versus
the relative bias level of the slave laser from below
to above threshold while the injected optical power is
kept at approximately -23 dBm. Below threshold,
the OB loop increases its width with the increase
of the bias level, while at above threshold, the loop
width decreases with the bias level. The maximum
OB loop width is obtained, in our case, at -1.03 times
the free-running laser threshold, and this value is, in
general, dependent on the amount of injected optical
power.

In order to simulate the OB operation, a unified
treatment is obviously necessary, which allows one
to consider the laser biased from below to above
threshold. Our theoretical analysis is based on the
rate-equation model of Lang 7 :
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Fig. 1. Measured bistable loop width versus the nor-
malized injection current with the optical injection level
at approximately -23 dBm (squares) together with the
calculated results with an injected optical power Pi. of
-25 dBm (short-dashed curve), -23 dBm (solid curve),
and -21 dBm (long-dashed curve). Ith is the free-runing
laser threshold.
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dE 1- [FG(N,P) - 1/ml]E + iAfl.E + East, (1)
dt 2

dP~
-~ = [rG(N,P) - 11/Tp]P8 + Rp , (2)

dN = I/qv - R(N) - G(N,P)P, (3)

where P = P, + IE1
2 is the total photon number in

the slave laser's active cavity, E is the normalized
electric field generated in response to the externally
injected optical source Eext, P8 is the photon number
generated in response to the spontaneous emission
in Eq. (2), and MI = 1 - w is the relative detuning
between the master and the slave lasers' cavity
resonance frequency. G(N,P) = GN(N - No) - G 1P
is the material gain, with GN the differential gain
and GI the nonlinear gain, N is the carrier number,
No is the carrier number at the transparency. T,
is the photon lifetime, Ti is the cavity round-trip
time, r is the confinement factor, I is the electric
current, q is the electron charge, and v is the
active cavity volume. The carrier dependence of the
refractive index is represented by the well-known
linewidth-enhancement factor a = -2(3w/31V)/GN.
Unlike the previous analysis that typically assumed a
constant carrier lifetime, carrier-dependent recombi-
nation is assumed in our treatment, which appears
to be important in fitting the theoretical results
with the experimental ones. R(N) = AN + BN2 +
CN3 represents the carrier recombination effect
with A, B, and C the nonradiative, radiative, and
Auger recombination coefficients, respectively. The
spontaneous emission rate in Eq. (2) can therefore
be assumed to be R 5p = ISPBN 2, where 8sp is the
spontaneous emission coefficient, which represents
the fraction of spontaneous emission coupled into the
lasing mode.

To solve the rate equations (1)-(3), small-signal
analysis was usually employed around the con-
dition rg(Nth) = 1/Tp,

5 7 where rg(Nth) represents
the modal gain at threshold. In this way, a
discontinuity would happen at the threshold point;
therefore, unified analysis of OB in semiconductor
lasers from below to above threshold could not
be obtained. In our analysis, we directly solved
the rate equations (1)-(3) numerically in the time
domain using the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method.
In order to make the result stable enough in
the static properties' analysis, the calculated data
in the time domain were averaged within 10 ns
after 30 ns from turn-on. With a definite input
optical power and by sweeping the input signal
frequency detuning up and down, we can obtain
optical bistability for the output optical power. Of
course the OB effect depends closely on the bias
level of the laser. The calculated bistable loop width
versus the normalized injection current of the slave
laser, from below to above threshold, is given in
Fig. 1 for three different values of injected optical
power. The parameters used in obtaining Fig. 1
are a = 6, GN = 5.04 X 103 s-l, GI = 3.4 x 105 s-l,
NO = 108, Ti = 5.5 ps, Ti = 1.2 ps, A = 108 s-1, B =

1 S'l, C = 10-9 So l8,p = 10-, and v = 10-10 cm
3

.

These are the typical values in the bulk distributed-
feedback semiconductor lasers. The injected optical
powers Pin in Fig. 1 are -25 dBm (short-dashed
curve), -23 dBm (solid curve), and -21 dBm (long-
dashed curve), where Pin= IEextI2hv, with h v the
photon energy. The calculated results agree well
with the experiment. It is also evident from Fig. 1
that the maximum point of OB versus injection
current increases with the injected optical power,
and the best OB results are obtained when the
slave laser is polarized at a level a little above
its free-running threshold. This is consistent with
a previous prediction that optical input can only
increase the lasing threshold.'0 The calculation
revealed that the spontaneous emission coefficient isp
also plays an important role in determining the OB
properties near threshold, and this is shown in Fig. 2.
Spontaneous emission of the slave laser tends to
damp the nonlinear effect in the threshold region.

In order to complete our analysis, we also investi-
gated the optical switch characteristic of OB in the
time domain using the same parameters as in Fig. 1.
The slave laser's injection current ranges from I =
20 mA to I = 24 mA, while the threshold current is
Ith = 21.3 mA. For the calculations to be compara-
ble with the previous study"' and practical situations,
the Gaussian input optical pulse is chosen with a
FWHM of 2 ns and a peak power of 0.8 mW centered
at t = 15 ns. The initial frequency detuning of the
master from the slave is kept the same. Figure 3(a)
shows the optical output signal. In order to have a
clear presentation, the curves are delayed from each
other by 1 ns. In addition to the previous observa-
tion that the switch-off time becomes smaller as the
injection current is increased toward the threshold
level,'0 we found that the switch-off can be even
faster when the slave laser is biased above thresh-
old. Figure 3(b) illustrates the relative variation of
the carrier population inside the slave laser's active
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Fig. 2. Calculated bistable loop width versus the nor-
malized injection current with the slave laser's spon-
taneous emission coefficient Wip as the parameter:
pip = 3.5 X 10-5 (open diamonds), Asp = 1.75 X 10-O
(filled diamonds), S~p = 3.5 X 10-4 (filled circles), s~p =
1.75 x 10-3 (open circles). Ith is the free-runing laser
threshold.
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Fig. 3. (a) Calculated output pulse from OB element
with increasing electric bias current from I = 20 mA to
I = 24 mA. The threshold current of the slave laser is
Ith = 21.3 mA. The curve has been delayed for 1 ns for
I = 21 mA, 2 ns for I = 22 mA, and 3 ns for I = 24 mA
in order to have a better representation. (b) Calculated
relative variation of the carrier population when the
slave laser was biased at I = 20 mA (solid curve),
21 mA (dashed curve), 22 mA (dotted curve), and 24 mA
(dashed-dotted curve).

cavity. It is evident that below threshold the carrier
recovery at switch-off is determined mainly by the
effective carrier lifetime (-2 ns). Above threshold,
however, this carrier recovery can be much faster. A
carrier recovery as fast as 0.5 ns has been obtained
when the laser was biased at 24 mA. The physi-
cal mechanism behind this fast switching is that at
switch-off transient there is a competition between
the amplified input optical signal and the amplified
spontaneous emission of the slave laser. The carrier
dynamics is now no longer governed by the effective
carrier lifetime; rather, it is determined by the in-
verse of the relaxation oscillation frequency of the
slave laser. Since the carrier recovery time is slower
than the optical switch-off time, the time constant
that limits the transition speed should be the former.
Therefore, a much faster switch-off can be obtained
if the slave laser is biased at relatively high levels.
Another advantage of using the OB in the injection-

locked condition is that, as we can see from Fig. 3(a),
the output optical power is higher than in the case
in which the slave laser operates below threshold
and the OB switch-off becomes clearer. However,
the harder the slave laser is biased, the more optical
signal is required to be injected into the slave laser to
achieve the bistable operation,6 which thus sets a lim-
itation on the slave laser's bias level. From the point
of view of applications, since the slave laser operates
above threshold, an optical filter is usually required
to remove the stimulated emission from the slave
laser itself. At switch-off, the frequency difference
between the signal and the free-runing slave mode
can be at the order of tens of gigahertz, depending on
the ratio between the injected optical power and the
power of the slave laser.6 A numerical calculation
of the dynamic properties of diode-laser bistability
above threshold has been recently given in Ref. 11,
in which the gain saturation was neglected. We
found, however, that the effect of gain saturation
is essential in damping the relaxation-oscillation-
induced instability at switching.

In conclusion, a unified analysis of dispersive OB
in a semiconductor laser operating from below to
above threshold has been performed. The result can
be useful in obtaining a better understanding of
the OB performance in semiconductor lasers and
in optimizing the condition for OB operation. The
switch-off time of OB much less than the effective car-
rier lifetime can be obtained when the laser operates
in the injection-locked regime.
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